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Modelling droplet transport and interception
by a shelterbelt: a continuum approach

Sharleen Harper∗

Introduction

Agrichemical spraying is a widely-used method of pest and disease control. Sprays
contain a wide range of droplet sizes; because of their light weight, smaller droplets
are carried by the atmosphere and may leave the sprayed block as airborne spray
drift. This is a particular concern for the orcharding industry with the use of
airblast sprayers; these sprayers propel droplets upwards and into fruit trees with
the assistance of air jets, and so the potential for drift is high. In New Zealand
the issue is being targetted by the kiwifruit industry: spraying is estimated to be
worth $60 million each year to the industry [1], and while grower spray practices
are generally effective in minimising drift, public concerns affect the image of the
industry and its relationship with local communities [2].

Most orchard blocks are surrounded by shelterbelts, one of the many benefits of
which is that they significantly reduce spray drift. Holland et al. [3] report field
trial results showing drift reduction by up to eight times over no shelter, and that
less than 3% of the applied spray escapes a well sheltered kiwifruit block. Con-
siderable research has gone into understanding the effect of a shelterbelt on the
local air flow (for example Wang et al. [4]), and recently Raupach et al. [5] provide
information on the droplet capture efficiency (that is the fraction of droplets cap-
tured by the shelterbelt) in terms of its optical porosity. However, there is little
work aimed at quantifying the deposition downwind, particularly in the case of a
fully-sheltered orchard block.

The object of this work is to develop a simple mathematical model for the transport
of drifting spray droplets by the atmosphere, and the trapping of these droplets
within the shelterbelt. We seek, if possible, analytical solutions so that the trap-
ping and the deposition may be easily calculated, and the effect of parameter
variations observed. We use the term trapping to refer to the droplets captured
by the shelterbelt, and the term deposition to refer to the droplets which land on
the ground. Our approach is to consider a cloud of spray droplets as a continuum
and formulate an advection-dispersion model, including a sink term to represent
the trapping. This approach is based upon previous analysis of particle trans-
port within a forest canopy by McKibbin [6]. In this article, we briefly present
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the model, and show how analytic solutions for the trapping and deposition are
obtained by first analysing the simple case of trapping at a single point, then
discretising the shelterbelt using a three-dimensional array of trapping points.

Trapping at a single point

Drifting spray droplets are advected by the wind and dispersed by turbulence, all
the while falling under the influence of gravity. Within the shelterbelt, droplets
may impact on the foliage and be trapped.

Accurate simulation of the wind field around a shelterbelt is difficult and heavily
computational; wind speed is reduced to varying degrees both upwind and down-
wind, and some air flow may be directed up and over the shelterbelt (Mercer &
Roberts [7]). Our advection-dispersion model is difficult to solve analytically for
any kind of varying wind parameters, so to simplify we assume that the mean
wind speed is horizontal and uniform, and that the wind flows through the shel-
terbelt undisturbed. Our reasoning is that we are concerned with a fully-sheltered
orchard block, so within the block (where the spraying takes place), and for some
considerable distance downwind, the air flow is likely to be slow and relatively
uniform.

Ideally in our model the shelterbelt would be represented by a region of continuous
trapping, but this approach is problematic. Instead, in search of an analytic solu-
tion we concentrate the trapping to a single point. Later we will use the results of
this basic case to construct a solution for the entire shelterbelt.

The trapping is governed by the constant parameter k, called the background trap-
ping rate, and defined as the mass of droplets trapped per unit time per unit mass
of droplets [s−1]. Values of k will depend on shelterbelt characteristics such as
the porosity; Raupach et al. [5] provides information on droplet capture efficiency.
The rate of droplet mass removal per unit volume of air is given by

T = kRc , (1)

where c = c(x, y, z, t) is the droplet mass concentration per unit volume of air
(with dimensions kg m−3), and R is a dimensionless function which is nonzero
only where trapping occurs. For trapping at a single point we take a small volume
∆x∆y∆z, then multiply by Dirac delta functions to concentrate the trapping to
the point (X1, Y1, Z1) at the centre of this volume:

R = ∆x∆y∆zδ(x − X1)δ(y − Y1)δ(z − Z1) . (2)

Next, an effective trapping rate for the point is introduced; denoted by k, it is the
background trapping rate scaled by the volume:

k = k∆x∆y∆z . (3)

With substitution of expressions (2) and (3), (1) becomes

T = kc(X1, Y1, Z1, t)δ(x − X1)δ(y − Y1)δ(z − Z1) . (4)

This is the rate of mass removal per unit volume of air for the trapping point.
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Advection-dispersion model

Derived using the principle of conservation of mass, our advection-dispersion model
with trapping at a point is

∂c

∂t
+ u

∂c

∂x
− S

∂c

∂z
= DL

∂2c

∂x2 + DT
∂2c

∂y2 + DV
∂2c

∂z2

+ Qδ(x − X0)δ(y − Y0)δ(z − H)δ(t)

− kc(X1, Y1, Z1, t)δ(x − X1)δ(y − Y1)δ(z − Z1)

(5)

where u is the mean wind speed (the coordinate axes are aligned such that the pos-
itive x-axis points directly downwind), S is the downward droplet settling speed,
and (DL, DT , DV ) are the dispersion coefficients in the alongwind, crosswind and
vertical directions. Note that the source term is a point release of mass Q at time
t = 0 from the point (X0, Y0, H). The initial and boundary conditions are

c(x, y, z, 0−) = 0, c(x, y, z, t) → 0 as x, y → ±∞, and z → +∞,

and
∂c

∂z
(x, y, 0, t) = 0.

(6)

The ground is assumed to be impervious to the droplets, so there can be no verti-
cal dispersion through the ground. This gives rise to the last boundary condition
above, since the vertical dispersive flux is given by DV

∂c
∂z , and the dispersion coef-

ficient DV is nonzero. Applying Fourier transforms (in x and y) to (5) and using
a Green’s function we obtain

c(x, y, z, t) = Qf(x, y, z, t; X0, Y0, H)

−
∫ t

0
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(8)

This ‘solution’ (7) contains the concentration at the trapping point, which is un-
known. It is possible to approximate the concentration numerically, however the
quantities of most interest to us are the amount trapped and the deposit on the
ground, and these may be found explicitly using Laplace transforms by noting that

∫ ∞

0
c(x, y, z, t) dt = c̃(x, y, z, 0) , (9)

where c̃(x, y, z, p) is the Laplace transform of c(x, y, z, t) with respect to t. The
total mass of droplets trapped is given by

MTT =
∫ ∞

0
kc(X1, Y1, Z1, t) dt = kc̃(X1, Y1, Z1, 0) , (10)
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where

c̃(X1, Y1, Z1, 0) =
Qf̃(X1, Y1, Z1, 0; X0, Y0, H)

1 + kf̃(X1, Y1, Z1, 0; X1, Y1, Z1)
(11)

is found by transforming (7) at (x, y, z) = (X1, Y1, Z1). The total mass deposited
is simply MDT = Q − MTT , and the deposition density (mass per unit area) is

MD =
∫ ∞

0
Sc(x, y, 0, t) dt

= Sc̃(x, y, 0, 0)

= SQf̃(x, y, 0, 0; X0, Y0, H) − Skc̃(X1, Y1, Z1, 0)f̃(x, y, 0, 0; X1, Y1, Z1) .

(12)

Analytic expressions may be found for the Laplace transforms in (11) and (12),
allowing easy calculation of the trapping and deposition.

Trapping within a shelterbelt

Using the results for trapping at a single point, we can construct a solution for
trapping within a shelterbelt by treating the shelterbelt as a three-dimensional
array of blocks, with a trapping point at the centre of each block. Figure 1 shows
a rectangular shelterbelt divided in such a manner; there are M × N × L blocks,
each of size ∆x∆y∆z, with a trapping point at the centre of each block.
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YL–1Z3
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Y1
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Figure 1. A rectangular shelterbelt divided into an M ×N ×L
array of blocks with a trapping point at the centre of each block

The shelterbelt has background trapping rate k. The effective trapping rate for
each point, k = k∆x∆y∆z, is dependent upon the block size: the more blocks
the shelterbelt is divided into, the smaller each block and the lower the effective
trapping rate for each point. The total rate of mass removal per unit volume
of air for the shelterbelt is the summed effect of all the trapping points. Our
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advection-dispersion model is

∂c
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(13)

with the same initial and boundary conditions as for the single trapping point.
Again, Fourier transforms and a Green’s function are used to obtain

c(x, y, z, t) = Qf(x, y, z, t; X0, Y0, H)

−
∫ ∞

0

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

L∑
l=1

kc(Xn, Yl, Zm, τ)f(x, y, z, t − τ ; Xn, Yl, Zm) dτ ,

(14)

where f(x, y, z, t; X, Y, Z) is given by (8). Note that this ‘solution’ (14) shows the
concentration at each trapping point is affected by the concentration at all of the
others. As for the single trapping point case, we can find explicit expressions for
the trapping and deposition using Laplace transforms in time. The total mass of
droplets trapped is given by

MTT =
∫ ∞

0
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m=1

N∑
n=1
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l=1

kc(Xn, Yl, Zm, t) dt =
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kc̃(Xn, Yl, Zm, 0) .

(15)
To evaluate this expression we need the Laplace transform of the concentration at
each of the trapping points. But the trapping points all influence each other, so
we must solve the system of simultaneous equations formed by transforming (14)
at each of the trapping points. The total mass deposited is then Q − MTT , and
the deposition density is

MD =
∫ ∞

0
Sc(x, y, 0, t) dt

= Sc̃(x, y, 0, 0)

= SQf̃(x, y, 0, 0; X0, Y0, H)

−
M∑

m=1

N∑
n=1

L∑
l=1

Skc̃(Xn, Yl, Zm)f̃(x, y, 0, 0; Xn, Yl, Zm)

(16)

Analytic expressions may be found for these Laplace transforms, allowing easy
calculation of the trapping and deposition.

Example

We show the following example to illustrate the model, using the scaled parameter
values in Table (1). The chosen shelterbelt is rectangular, of size 2 m wide × 4 m
long × 4 m high, and centred at coordinates (2, 0, 2) m. It is divided into 4×8×8
blocks, each of size ∆x∆y∆z = 0.125 m3; with a trapping point at the centre of
each block this makes 256 trapping points. The background trapping rate for the
shelterbelt is chosen as k = 1 s−1, thus the effective trapping rate for each point
is k = k∆x∆y∆z = 0.125 m3 s−1.
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Table 1. Scaled parameter values used in the example

u S (DL, DT , DV ) Q (X0, Y0, H) k

1 m s−1 1 m s−1 (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) m2 s−1 1 kg (0, 0, 3) m 1 s−1

The effect is best observed by looking at the change in deposition density, as cal-
culated from (12), with and without trapping in the shelterbelt. This is shown in
Figure 2. As expected, the greatest reduction in deposit is in the immediate lee of
the shelter. Note that there is also some reduction in deposit upwind and around
the sides of the shelter, which is a result of the dispersion: the droplets disperse
into areas of lower concentration, and so droplets disperse into the shelterbelt from
all around as the concentration is lowered by trapping.
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Figure 2. Percentage reduction in deposit with trapping in the shelterbelt

Summary and future work

We have used an advection-dispersion model to simulate the transport of airborne
drifting spray droplets, including a sink term to represent trapping of the droplets
within a shelterbelt. For the simple case of trapping at a single point, we have
determined an analytic solution for the mass trapped and downwind deposition,
then used these results to construct a solution for trapping in an entire shelterbelt.

Our current focus is on incorporating the effect of evaporation into our model. As
the droplets travel through the air they evaporate at a rate proportional to the
relative humidity and ambient temperature. Droplet evaporation has been studied
extensively, and expressions are available for the rate of mass loss. The settling
speed of a droplet is dependent upon its mass, so including evaporation means
the settling speed is no longer constant in time. We have successfully included
evaporation for the case where the vertical dispersion coefficient DV is negligible,
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however obtaining an analytic solution in the case of nonzero vertical dispersion
is proving challenging, and is work in progress.
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